VIGESIMONOVENO TEST DE INGLES:
FILL IN THE BLANK:

1- They noticed that they ______ (have/had) forgotten their money.
2- The painting is ______ (above/up) the fireplace.
3- At four o’clock, they ______ (were drinking/are drinking) coffee.
4- Jennifer has been here ______ (since/for) three weeks.
5- Yesterday I ______ (go/went) home.
6- When he was small, Robert used to ______ (eat/be eating) chocolate.
7- I ______ (never was/have never been) to Scotland.
8- I’ve got ______ (a sore throat/a throat ache) today.
9- She runs very ______ (fastly/fast)
10- This morning I ______ (wrote/have written) a little poem.
11- What do you ______ (thinking/think) about this?
12- Most people brush their teeth twice ______ (on a day/a day).
13- He’s good at ______ (swimming/to swim).
14- Yesterday, Gerald ______ (has driven/drove) to Edinburgh.
15- At the moment, the sun ______. (shines/is shining).

Soluciones:
1-had 2-above 3-were drinking 4-for 5-went
6-eat 7- have never been 8-sore throat 9-fast 10-wrote.
11-think 12-a day. 13-swimming 14-drove 15-is shining.